
Business Negotiations
TOPIC 6: Negotiation Techniques and 
Tactics





Bargaining

Satisfaction is not absolute, it depends on the way people value 
things’

Bargaining to our advantage, we are concerned to make a fair 
deal in which both parties will be equally satisfied 

Or equally dissatisfied – in that case we must bargain in such a 
way that the dissatisfaction will be equally shared between us



Influence the deal

1. Influence the negotiator

or

2. Influence the situation 

- Offer different deal

- Similar deal but better conditions for him

- Readiness to offer better conditions to him when he offers

- Different ways of valuing things

- - A different plan to settlement

- Package plus package

- A new opportunity ( May be we can offer free service for one 
year)

- Bluff and brinkmanship 



In a Nutshell

• At the outset find out other party’s needs and interests

• Assess situation and decide how to handle

• Prepare for each successive round of bargaining

• Influence other negotiator or situation

• Bluff and adopt brinkmanship

• Measured pace – a must

• Pay attention to non-verbal clues

• Avoid impasse

• Recognize imminent settlement – make symbolic closure



Business 
Negotiations
3. Negotiation tactics





Negotiation Tactics

• Negotiation decoy – later negotiate with other party

• Extreme offers – Non-verbal bewilderment /surprise

• The negotiation nibble - Last moment,

• “Transportation and insurance is included, isn’t it?? “If you are 
willing to pay the extra 3% we will include these two items. ”

• Cherry-picking – “This is what other companies are offering., 
so you will need to at least match those.



Negotiation Tactics cont…

• Negotiation flinch – physical reaction like gasping for air, 
surprise, bewilderment, laughter etc. “I notice you look 
surprised, what were you expecting?”

• Mutt and Jeff / hawk and dove / Good cop/bad cop .  “You 
remind me of that classic case of police interrogation.”

• Mandated authority – “Oh! That will not be acceptable to the 
Chairman.”

• “Take it or leave it”



Negotiation Tactics cont…

• Negotiation deadline - ‘My flight is leaving in two hours.”., or “ 
We love your product and organization, but can’t afford to 
pay more than X.” “What will happen if you don’t meet this 
demand of yours? Print outs – price lists to convince and 
impress

• Moral appeal – ‘It will help the workers / society

• Name dropping / picture / sudden appearance

• Recessing –’ Let us have a break”

• Full disclosure – To win the confidence



Negotiation Tactics cont…

• Negotiation planted information – Media, sources, common 
friends etc

• Negotiation deliberate mistake – In the final documents. 
Notice and inform them. Don’t allow them to be morally on a 
higher platform

• All I have is only 60 % - to bargain

• Lubrication – smooth talk, flattery and so on.

• Golf Club, dinner meeting etc



Barriers To Agreement



Barriers To Agreement
Communication Problems

Communication is the medium of negotiation and often breakdown 
is attributed to the lack of it.



Communication
Steps for handling:

• Ask for a break: Take some time to clear your head, refocus 
and regain objectivity.

• Look for a pattern: Mentally replay what has been 
communicated, and by whom.

• After the break, raise the issue in a non-accusatory way: 
Offer to listen while the other side explains its perspective on 
the issue.

• Switch spokespeople: Have someone else act as the 
negotiator. 

• Ask the other party to do so if its representative irritates your 
team.

• Jointly document progress as it is made:  This is important 
for multiphase negotiations.



Barriers To Agreement
Die-hard Bargainers

These are the negotiators for whom every deal is a battle.

Tips for handling:

• Know their game : Don’t let them intimidate you. Anticipate 
unreasonable offers, grudging concessions and posturing.

• Be guarded in the information you disclose: Disclose only the 
information that

• cannot be used against you.

• Suggest alternative packages or options when they are unwilling to 
share information: When you present options and packages, the 
other side tends to ask questions to clarify and compare offers. This 
will help you to understand the other side’s interests and concerns.

• Indicate your willingness to walk away: If the other party sees that 
its difficult behavior may result in your walking away, it may back 
down and become more cooperative.



Barriers To Agreement
Lack of Trust

You suspect that the other side is lying or bluffing. It may 
have no intention of following through on its promises.

How should you respond?

Emphasize the need for integrity: Stress that a deal is
predicated on its accuracy and truthful representations.

Request documentation: Insist on documentation, and
make the terms of the deal contingent on the accuracy
of that documentation.

Insist on enforcement mechanisms: Add contingencies
to the deal, such as security deposit, an escrow
arrangement, or penalties for noncompliance (or
perhaps positive incentives for early performance).



Barriers To Agreement
Potential Saboteurs

Whenever the other party perceives it the loser 
in the outcome of a negotiation, expect 

resistance and possible sabotage.
Tips for handling:

 Identify potential Saboteurs:
 Consider augmenting the deal:
 Communicate potential benefits to resisters:
 Help resisters to find new roles:
 Think about the issue of control:
 Build a coalition with sufficient strength to

overpower the saboteurs



Barriers To Agreement
Potential Saboteurs

Whenever the other party perceives it the loser in the outcome of a 
negotiation, expect resistance and possible sabotage.

Tips for handling:
 Identify potential Saboteurs: Map out the stakeholders, their

respective interests, and their power to affect the agreement and
its implementation.

Consider augmenting the deal: Include something in the deal to
benefit the stakeholders who would otherwise have the incentive
to sabotage.

Communicate potential benefits to resisters: Those benefits might
be greater future job security, higher pay, and so on. There is no
guarantee that the benefits will exceed the losses to these
individuals. But, explaining the benefits will help shift the
saboteurs’ from negatives to positives.



Barriers To Agreement
Potential Saboteurs

Whenever the other party perceives it the loser in the 
outcome of a negotiation, expect resistance and possible 

sabotage.
Tips for handling:

 Help resisters to find new roles: Those new roles should
represent genuine contributions and mitigate their
losses.

 Think about the issue of control: Resistance to change
may be out of fear of losing control over the resisters’
own lives. You can return some of it by making them
active partners in the negotiation process or in your
change program.

 Build a coalition with sufficient strength to overpower
the saboteurs: A coalition may shift the balance of
negotiating power in your favor.



Barriers To Agreement
Differences in Gender and Culture

Negotiations often breakdown due to perceived differences in 
culture andgender .

Guidelines for handling
Look for a pattern to diagnose the problem: What kinds of issues

create difficulties? What types of misunderstandings have you
had?

 Consider what assumptions each party has brought to the table:
Are they valid? Are any related specifically to the negotiation at
hand or to the particular company, and to differences in culture?

 Research possible areas of difference: Review any available
literature about the other party’s culture and how it compares with
yours.

 Use what you have learnt to establish more comfortable
communication:

Adjust your communication style, or articulate the differing norms or
assumptions you believe to have been the source of the problem.







Implyes…

• When you are prepared to reach final agreement

• Quicker the better

• May need maneuvering

• Not to early, not leisurely (he may think of objections)

• Read situation carefully before closing



Trial closing…

“Are you ready to close?”

 “Are we in agreement?”

“I want to find out an agreement”

“ You want to find an agreement, don’t you?”

 “I am willing to do X, You do Y.” 

 Before that handle objections

 Close be smooth and seamless



Final agreement…

• Button up issues

• Legal aspects

• Check, recheck, ………..

• If need be follow up

• If still objections, allow him to call off, cool off

• No threat

• Leave the door open



Kind of Surprises in Negotiation

• Issue surprises  – new demands, new packages, backing of 
concessions etc

• Time surprises – dead lines, pace, all night etc

• Move surprises – walk out recesses, delays, emotional out 
bursts, interruptions

• Information surprises  – introduce new rules, policies, new 
data, tough questions

• Ego surprises  – abusive, distrustful, one up man ship, attack 
on integrity

• People surprises

• Authority surprises – decision maker missing/changed

• Venue surprises


